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This roundup of wisdom is inspired by the art and heart of Jack Sorenson, called "the Western

Rockwell." His endearing images of little cowpokes relishing life will inspire anyone bringing up a

young boy and remind everyone of timeless virtues.This fun and energetic journey is filled with life

lessons to help a little cowboy learn respect, honesty, courage, kindness, loyalty, and much more.

Parents, grandparents, teachers, and anyone invested in the life of a boy will be encouraged to lead

the way toward the horizon and promise of that boy's bright future.
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The illustrations in this book are beautiful, I thought it was a child book and bought it for my 4 year

grandson who is a little cowboy inside and out. It has such great pictures, and encouraging

parenting poems. I am happy I bought it, it was just not what I thought it would be...but no regrets.

Also, my grandson does love looking at it over and over.

Did you ever want to be a cowboy? I remember as a kid the thought of riding a horse was so

appealing... actually it still is... And what's not to love about the "Wild West"? Back in the day where

people knew their manners.Growing up a Cowboy is a great investment for any little cow-poke who

needs to learn a few things!I think the table of Contents says it all:A Growing Cowboy is: *

Respectful * Polite * Honest * Courageous * Joyful * Generous * Hopeful * Adventurous *

Compassionate * Helpful * Full of Dreams * Hardworking * Patient * Grateful * Loyal * A Friend *

Strong in CharacterThese topics are covered with the stunning artwork from Jack that will capture



and take your breath away. I love the quotes and think this is a great book to encourage and meld

my son(s) into a godly man! :)While I originally thought this was a book for kids -- and it is in ways --

I think this is more of a gift book for parents/adults who want a short moment to reflect and find

hope. The sweet segments give you ideas you can incorporate into your child's life that can help

them grow positively. Not to mention you'll enjoy staring at the Rockwell like images.I'll be keeping

this book around for a very long time indeed![...]

Just a wonderful book. As a Grandparent this was for my newest Grandson. It is the 4 th purchase

from Jack Sorenson collection. Wonderful Artist and have admired his work for years.

I bought this book from this company because the proceedes go to charity. I gave the book as a

Christmas gift to my God son, and both he and his mom love the book!! It is so insperational,

expecially for a young boy growing up in Texas! Thank you he loves the book! It is a perfect read for

his age!!

This is a great little book to help teach your little cowboy good values. So much of that is lost in this

crazy world.

This book is super cute, every little cowboy needs one.

I had these books for my grandchildren...they loved them. all they wanted to read. very great stories,

good pictures, and a great story. and the prices on  are terrific!
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